
Please note an addition to the current rule, Section VI – Stock Contractors 
A. General 2. & 3. the following is in addition to the current rule.  New Stock 
Contractors now have the option of applying for membership in one of two ways; 
as currently written in the rule book and as set out below;  
 
2. Upon establishing a contract for at least one new Association rodeo, the 
Association may issue a stock contractor permit to an applicant, for the 
current permit fee. Such permit will not exceed three (3) years for any given 
rodeo. A stock contractor permit does not entitle the holder to supply stock 
to the CFR.  

 
3.  
OPTION 2  
 
(a) Applicant must provide the Association office with a list of a minimum of 
forty (40) head of proven, number branded bucking horses and twenty (20) 
proven, number branded bucking bulls.  All animals must be branded with 
the registered brand of the applicant. 
 
(b) A new stock contractor must produce any two (2) or more new 
Association rodeos with a minimum total added purse as per the CPRA 
rulebook in the seven (7) major events and be maintained for two (2) 
consecutive years. Rodeo locations can change but must be 2 new rodeos.  
These productions would be reviewed, and a card may be issued at the 
discretion of the Association Board of Directors.  . 
 
i. A new stock contractor is on probation for a two (2) year period and at the 
end of each year the event representatives must do a report and evaluate the 
stock contractor. 
 
ii. New stock contractors may sub contract to current CPRA stock 
contractors or Permit Stock Contractor while on probation. 
 
iii. A new stock contractor(s) may not bid on existing CPRA rodeos for two 
(2) years and, in turn, current CPRA stock contractors may not bid on the 
new rodeos brought into the CPRA by the new stock contractor for two (2) 
years. 
 
iv. A new stock contractor may have stock at the CFR during their first year, 
provided it meets the minimum requirements with trips and is voted on by 
the rough stock contestants. (does not include special events),  but must pay 
the stock contractor initiation fee and purchase their full card prior to CFR.  
New stock contractors will not be allowed to bring stock for Novice events to 
the CFR until probation period is complete.   
 
v. A new stock contractor may be kept on probation for two years at the 
discretion of the Board provided all criteria is met. 
 



vi. At a cost to the new stock contractor, animals and facilities are subject to 
inspection.  Cost to be determined prior to the inspection process. 
 
vii. If all conditions of a new stock contractor are met, stock contractor will 
be eligible to vote after the two (2) year probation. 
 
viii. All new Association stock contractors productions will be assessed and 
membership status reviewed after a one (1) year period. 
 
ix. Any new Stock Contractor after being approved by the CPRA Board 
must pay an initiation fee of Forty Thousand dollars ($40,000) plus 
membership dues for the first year of membership and subsequent years.  If 
they bring any two (2) new rodeos for three (3) consecutive years we will 
refund Fifteen Thousand dollars ($15,000).  If criteria are not met all monies 
will be forfeited.   

  
 
   


